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A Bronx, New York Artist/Producer speaks to the people about his Thoughts, Dreams, Pain and Struggles

with wit and emotion on an incredibly brilliant self produced soundtrack. A work of genius. 17 MP3 Songs

HIP HOP/RAP: East Coast, HIP HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap Details: New York, New York- June 1979 The

Crown Prince was born a survivor. Barely surviving birth, The Crown Prince was raised in the Bronx's

Co-op City housing development where he began to get into music at an early age. Barely after he was

able to talk (at the age of five) due to the circumstances of his birth, he started playing chords on the

piano by ear. In 1991 at the age of eleven, he began writing lyrics and in 1996, he became dedicated in

his craft. Soon after he began beat making to complement his lyrics. For several years The Crown Prince

has been into creating music that is different and captivating to the ear. For the previous six years, he has

written and produced over a hundred tracks and eventually concentrated on producing over song writing.

Fast forward to April 18th 2002 that started another chapter in his life when his mother had passed on.

Dealing with that loss as well as other personal tribulations a new man was born. During a four-month

span he began writing, producing and recording at a very prolific pace in which he wrote about his pain

and anger in a way that he never expected to do. All he needed in the world was a pen and a pad that he

authored his thoughts straight from beginning to end in his music. All the dedication and hard work trying

to improve his craft had finally come together overnight. In his songs he touches several topics including

the situations around his environment. His work expands from the typical topics in hip-hop in that along

with the street anthems such as "Aim For The Sky", "The Mayor", "On The Rise" and "Royal Doctrine", he

also spits messages in songs like "Thought My Years", "Spoken Word" and shows his poetic prowess on

such songs as "Darkness and the title cut "My Thoughts." Over a yearlong wait from conception to birth of

his vision ready to share his life with you and yours. MY THOUGHTS his classic album for you to enjoy.
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